Exploration of soil bacterial communities for their potential as bioresource.
Soil is a repository of diverse microorganisms, which has frequently been used to isolate and exploit microbes for industrial, environmental and agricultural applications. Knowledge about the structure and dynamics of bacterial communities in soil has been limited as only a small fraction of bacterial diversity is accessible to culture methods. Traditional enrichment techniques and the pure culture approach for microbiological studies have offered only a narrow portal for examining the soil microbial flora due to their limited selectivity. Therefore, the morphological and nutritional criteria used to describe bacterial community failed to provide a natural taxonomic order according to evolutionary relationship. Molecular methods under an emerging discipline of biology "molecular microbial ecology" are now helping in getting these constraints removed to some extent. Nucleic acid extraction from soil is the first crucial step in the application of most of the molecular techniques, which have largely been dominated by diverse variations of PCR. Due to its rapidity, sensitivity and specificity, PCR-based finger printing techniques have proved extremely useful in assessing the changes in microbial community structure. Such techniques can yield complex community profiles and can also provide useful phylogenetic information. Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) can be used to evaluate the distribution and function of bacterial population in situ. DNA microarray techniques have also been developed and being frequently used for the evaluation of ecological role and phylogenetic affiliations of bacterial populations in the soil.